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Abstract
Measuring the rate of muon capture in hydrogen provides one of the most direct ways to study the axial current
of the nucleon. The MuCap experiment uses a negative muon beam stopped in a time projection chamber operated
with ultra-pure hydrogen gas. Surrounded by a decay electron detector, the lifetime of muons in hydrogen can be
measured to determine the singlet capture rate ΛS to a final precision of 1%. The capture rate determines the nucleon’s
pseudoscalar form factor gP. A first result, gP= 7.3 ± 1.1, has been published [1] and the final analysis of the full
statistics will reduce the error by a factor of up to 3. Muon capture on the deuteron probes the weak axial current in the
two-nucleon system. Within the framework of effective field theories the calculation of such two-nucleon processes
involving the axial current requires the knowledge of one additional low energy constant which can be extracted from
the doublet capture rate Λd. The same constant then allows to model-independently calculate related processes such
as solar pp-fusion or νd scattering. The MuSun experiment will deduce Λd to better than 1.5%. The experiment uses
the MuCap detection setup with a new time projection chamber operated with deuterium at 30 K and several hardware
upgrades. The system is currently fully commissioned and the main physics data taking will start in 2011.
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1. Introduction
A set of two new precision experiments measuring the electroweak processes of muon capture on hydrogen and
deuterium were introduced at the Paul Scherrer Institut (PSI) during the last decade. The MuCap experiment measures
the singlet rate ΛS of muon capture on the proton to 1% precision, while the MuSun experiment aims to deduce the
doublet rate Λd for capture on the deuteron to better than 1.5%. Both measurements determine fundamental constants
describing the elctro-weak interaction. The muon capture on the proton will determine the nucleon’s pseudo-scalar
coupling gP at a final precision of 7%. This observable describing the one-nucleon axial current has been precisely
calculated within chiral pertubation theory (ChPT) [4, 5] and its measurement at this unprecedented precision will test
this low energy QCD result and the underlying chiral symmetry. Similarly to gP for the one-nucleon process, muon
capture on the deuteron is determining a low energy constant that arises in treating the two-nucleon axial current
within the framework of pion-less effective field theory [6] or ChPT [7, 8]. Once fixed from a measurement like muon
capture on the deuteron, the knowledge of this LEC allows to model-independently calculate related electroweak
reactions like solar-pp fusion or νd scattering at the same precision as the measured µd capture rate.
Both experiments use similar experimental techniques. Muons produced at a proton target are transported in the
piE3 beamline and finally enter a time-projection chamber (TPC) at the center of the experiments. These TPCs are
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operated with low-density gas; MuCap used 1% of liquid hydrogen density at room temperature whereas MuSun
operates with 30 K cold deuterium gas at 5% LH2 density. The chosen conditions are optimal to highly suppress any
distorting effects stemming from the formation of muonic molecules (ppµ and ddµ) and, in case of the deuterium gas,
subsequent fusion processes. This technique allows for a selection of muons that are clearly stopped in the gas far
away from any high-Z wall materials. A special cleaning system eliminating impurity contaminations in the gas [9]
and a special distillation column are crucial elements to guarantee both chemical and isotopic purity of the TPC gas.
A surrounding electron detection system comprising multiwire proportional chambers and a scintillator hodoscope
facilitates the full track reconstruction of the decay electron and its timing relative to the muon entering the TPC. A
high statistics measurement of more than 1010 decay electrons allows for a precise measurement of the muon lifetime.
The above mentioned capture rates can then be inferred from the difference of the negative muon’s lifetime measured
in MuCap or MuSun and the positive muon’s lifetime [10, 11, 12]. In addition, the measurement of the positive
muon lifetime in the same chamber gas at similar statistics of 1010 decays is an important tool for studying various
systematic effects.
2. The MuCap experiment: muon capture on the proton
The elementary electroweak process
µ− + p→ n + νµ (1)
is an important probe in understanding the helicity structure of the weak interaction. In the low energy regime, the
basic matrix element for this process is reducing to an effective four fermion current-current interaction:
M ∼ GFVud · ψ¯νγα(1 − γ5)ψµ · ψ¯n(Vα − Aα)ψp.
Whereas the leptonic current Lµ = ψ¯νγα(1 − γ5)ψµ is of pure V-A structure, the hadronic current Jµ = ψ¯n(Vα − Aα)ψp
is dressed due to the substructure of the nucleon. Neglecting second-class currents which must be small due to
symmetry principles, the capture process (1) involves gV (q20), gM(q
2
0), gA(q
2
0), and gP(q
2
0), i.e. the vector, magnetic,
axial, and pseudo-scalar form factors, respectively. The relevant momentum transfer for this process is given by
q20 = −0.88m2µ. Since gV (q20), gM(q20), and gA(q20) are well known from other processes, the measurement of ΛS allows
for a determination of gP. This quantity mainly arises from the coupling of the axial current to an intermediate pion.
While the dominant pion-pole term has been derived within the partially conserved axial current hypothesis long time
ago, it can now be precisely calculated within heavy baryon chiral perturbation theory and its underlying concept of
chiral symmetry breaking. Thus, an experimental confirmation of the predicted ChPT result gP = 8.26± 0.23 [4, 5] is
an important test of QCD symmetries.
MuCap measures the singlet rate ΛS of the ordinary muon capture (OMC) process (1). The experimental effort
on OMC spans a long history and more recently, a first result on the radiative muon capture has been published [14].
However, as can be seen from figure 1, the interpretation of the data was unclear since the most precise previous OMC
[13] and the RMC result [14] significantly depend on the molecular ortho-para transition rate λop. While details about
the various effects from the formation of ppµ molecules can be found in reviews [18, 19], it is important to note that
the experimental conditions of MuCap using a low density gas target at 1% liquid hydrogen density are essential to
overcome the dependence on the poorly known rate λop. The first published MuCap result [1] shown in the same figure
reveals our almost negligible dependence on λop and gives a precise and unambiguous result for gP in agreement with
the ChPT prediction.
The MuCap detector as schematically shown in figure 2 is installed at the end of the PSI piE3 beamline at the Paul
Scherrer Institut, Switzerland. Muons produced at the proton target are entering the central time-projection chamber
where they stop in the hydrogen gas. The muon’s arrival is initially registered in the muon entrance scintillator µSC
and a two-plane wire chamber µPC. Upon registering a muon arrival, an electrostatic kicker deflects the incoming
beam to prevent additional muons from entering the target during a 25 microsecond measurement period in the TPC.
Pileup of a second muon due to the finite beam extinction is detected in the entrance counters with high efficiency and
only leads to a small systematic effect on the lifetime. The TPC is filled with 10 bar ultra-pure hydrogen gas at room
temperature which was constantly circulated through an external cleaning unit [9] reducing chemical contaminants to
concentrations of less than 10 ppb. Isotopic purity to better than 6 ppb was achieved by an initial purification using
a cryogenic distillation column that separates isotopes based on the difference in vapor pressure for hydrogen and
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Figure 1: Previous most precise result from OMC [13] and RMC [14] compared to the ChPT prediction [4, 5] for gP. Both experiments significantly
depend on the poorly known molecular rate (λEx1op [15], λ
Ex2
op [16], λ
Th
op [17]). The MuCap result [1] does not suffer from this dependence due to the
chosen experimental conditions.
deuterium. Such high elemental and isotopic purity levels are crucial to reduce any effects from capture on non-
hydrogen atoms which can distort the result for the singlet rate ΛS . At our concentration levels, these effects are small
and well under control. In addition, the experimental setup enables us to monitor and measure the effects stemming
from muon capture on chemical impurities as well as the effects from diffusion of µd atoms in hydrogen gas.
While the full reconstruction of the muon track by means of the TPC data enables the selection of muon stops
far away from any wall material, the decay electrons’ trajectories are reconstructed in the cylindrical wire chambers
surrounding the TPC. A segmented scintillator hodoscope on the outside provides the fast timing information. The
time difference between the electron hodoscope and the muon arrival in the muSC is histogrammed and fit with an
exponential and flat background term. Various consistency checks are performed to verify the validity of the fit and
several data cuts can be varied to study the stability of the extracted lifetime. Our first result derived from an initial
dataset of about 109 decays measured with a first-stage setup has been published [1] and is in good agreement with
the ChPT prediction. After the data for our published result was taken, the MuCap system underwent some important
upgrades like the isotopic purification by means of the deuterium separation column, an improved electronics readout
system and the integration of the electrostatic kicker. Since then, we have finished collecting the final statistics of
∼ 1.5 · 1010 negative muon decays which will give an improvement in precision by another factor of 3. Currently, the
data analysis for the full statistics is at an advanced state and we have finished studying most of the systematic effects.
We are planning to unblind our final result in the first half of 2011 which should give gP to the final precision of ∼7%.
3. The MuSun experiment: muon capture on the deuteron
Given the theoretical and experimental accuracy level for the understanding of processes in the one-nucleon sector,
it is logical to expand studies on the axial current to the two-nucleon system. This is motivated by the fact that the
coupling of the axial current to the two-nucleon systems is related to important astrophysical reactions such as solar-
pp fusion [20] or νd scattering [21] observed by the SNO experiment. In calculations using the framework of effective
field theory (EFT), these processes are all described with one additional LEC which absorbs the short distance physics.
This LEC is called L1A in pion-less effective field theory [6] or dˆR in ChPT [7, 8]. The two versions of these EFTs
mainly differ in their relevant energy scale which separates the low energy physics from the high energy physics
absorbed in the LEC. Once this LEC is precisely known from a process like muon capture on the deuteron, the solar
pp-fusion and neutrino scattering can be calculated at a similar precision within the framework of these EFTs.
The measurement of the doublet capture rate Λd of the process µ
−d → nnν to a precision of 1.5% with the MuSun
experiment will provide an order of magnitude improvement compared to existing data. The optimal conditions for
an unambiguous interpretation of the measured rate with respect to the µd hyperfine and molecular ddµ states are
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Figure 2: Simplified experimental setup of the MuCap detector.
at low temperature (30 K) and a gas density of 5% of liquid hydrogen. Therefore, the collaboration has built and
commissioned a new cryogenic TPC operated with high-purity deuterium. The schematic design of the vibration-free
neon cooling system and the new TPC is shown in Fig. 3. As for the rest of the experimental setup, we use the same
detectors as for the MuCap experiment.
Since the µ−d → nnν leads to additional charged ejectiles via the fast ddµ fusion channels, a good energy reso-
lution in the TPC needs to be achieved. For that, the new TPC is operated in an ionization mode without gas gain.
In addition, we have replaced the entire readout system with new improved low-noise amplifiers and a readout of
the TPC signal waveforms with flash-ADCs. This will allow separation of the initial muon ionization charge from
charged fusion signals which is important to eliminate any time-dependent distortions to the measured capture rate.
At the moment, the collaboration has achieved stable conditions at 30 K and 80 kV drift voltage with the new
cryogenic TPC. The chemical purity of the gas is excellent since we use the same cleaning system as for MuCap.
We will isotopically purify the deuterium gas using the same distillation column as MuCap, whereby a protium
depletion of 10−4 is sufficient to avoid the necessity of systematic corrections to our measured rate. Right now, we are
commissioning the full system and we have already shown that our energy resolution with the new readout system is
close to our final aim. Therefore, we are already collecting valuable data to understand the necessary improvements
required before we can start to collect the ∼1010 µ− decays in deuterium needed to obtain the proposed precision on
Λd. The main data taking is scheduled to start in 2011.
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